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Tribute to a Tree
Tribute to a Team
Thursday, July Eighteenth, Two Thousand and Thirteen, Seven Twenty AM....Fourth day of the current heat
wave. I start my day feeling at one with the universe, mostly because I can't tell where the sweat stops
and the humidity begins. I'm feeling like this might be the start of a lazy day. There is an Old Tree across
the street that has to come down and I decide that watching this event is a good place to start this lazy
day.
Out to the front veranda I go and take a ringside seat. They have brought out the big guns. There is a
Team of six men and woman. A Crane, Super-sized Chipper, Trucks, Chainsaws, pylons and signs block
the street. The preparations began yesterday, with much of the canopy removed. The final stages of the
event begin as I watch. I have never before witnessed the dismantling of an entire tree. It begins with
Man in Bucket With Chainsaw tying off one of the remaining Branches With Leaves, with straps lowered
down from above by Crane. Bit by bit Man in Bucket With Chainsaw removes Branch With Leaves.
Crane carefully raises it upwards, above overhead utility wires and gently down to awaiting Team
members, who ease it into Super-sized Chipper. I suddenly appreciate the magnitude of this procedure
and the magnificence of Old Tree. This Branch With Leaves is BIG. One by one the remaining Branches
With Leaves are put to rest. I can see sky where no sky existed before.
Standing tall, Trunk, with Branches like arms raised to new sky, awaits. Man in Bucket With Chainsaw ties
off the top of a Branch, lowers himself to the top of Trunk and, bit by bit, removes Branch. Crane slowly
raises Branch and lowers it. This is no small feat. Branch must be twelve or so feet long and thick. Crane
wiggles it into the space between the house and Trunk, maybe six feet wide, to two men who, with
much muscle, ease Branch to touch down to its place of rest. I become acutely aware that this is an
intelligent, acrobatic dance with a sense of ritual and respect. Respect for partnership of man and
machine, man and man, man and Tree. Choreographed and executed with precision. Branches down,
they span the width of the property. Bit by bit, they are reduced in size, multiplied in number. Trunk
remains.
continued...
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Old Tree needs to be honoured. Team needs to
be honoured. I think, with great respect, of how
differently the Dance of the Demise of a Tree
would have been before the advent of machinery.
Good for you,Team.

Trunk is tied off at the top. Man in Bucket With
Chainsaw swings himself over top Super-sized
Chipper, to which he is attached, settles bucket into
its proper place and gets out. I hear the sound of
Chainsaw, carrying on longer than previously, but can't
see the source of the sound because of a parked
Truck. Team members stand and watch what I don't
see. Crane starts to raise its arm. Trunk is now in the
new sky. Trunk is huge. I feel like Crane is straining
with the weight of Trunk. Slowly and carefully Trunk is
put in motion and floats, like a monolith, over the
street. Team gets busy on the ground. Pylons are
rearranged. Trucks and machinery exchange places. In
its final glory, Trunk floats for what seems like a
suitably respectful length of time. I wonder, what now?
Then I understand. Big Truck slowly backs up to
receive Trunk. Crane lowers Trunk to the bed of
Truck. Trunk resists being put to rest. It takes Crane a
couple of minutes to coax Trunk to lie down. Good
for you, Trunk.

Once again I look out front. Homeowners have
disappeared. Life goes on. All that remains are big
and many pieces of Branch and Stump of Trunk,
skillfully sheared close to the earth. I am smiling. I
know Roots are still here.
Good for you, Old Tree.
(Parts of Old Tree will be heating my home next
winter. Thank you, Old Tree)! !
!
!

!

!

Louise Cordingley-Zych
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I know that it was Old Tree’s time. I could see the
decay in Branches. Trunk put to rest, the Team takes
on the role of Roadie after a performance. Stage is
cleared, equipment packed up, pylons and signs
removed and........they're gone.

Tribute to a Tree
by Louise Cordingly-Zych, pg. 1
Wildfire 2013, pg. 3

Eight Twenty AM, an hour has passed. I go inside,
feeling like I should have applauded the skill and grace
of Team. I look out my window to my backyard. It's
strangely silent and still. Old Tree must have been fifty
or sixty years old. Many of the still standing Trees have
shared the air and earth with Old Tree for that
lifetime. A moment of silence, it seems.

News from Weeds, pg. 17
Members’ Info pg. 19

THE ECiD PROGRAM
AND THE UPCOMING
SCHOOL YEAR

I look out front. The homeowners are on their
veranda. Do they mourn the loss of Old Tree?
I look out back. Trees are moving. Two cats play in the
grass and life goes on.

Those of us who were concerned about the
future of ECiD's are pleased to know that
there are bookings for the fall and that life
goes on! In addition to returning teachers, we
look forward to meeting and working with
some new ones.

Why do I feel like I just got home from a funeral, not
knowing what to do next? I sit at my desk and glance
at my day book. All I wrote on Thursday, July
Eighteenth was “Newsroom”. So, guess what I do
next......
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WildFire 2013

Photo courtesy of Tony Pickard
On June 23, 2013 ! community came to"#er as never before to n$%& and su'ain
#e s$l-making process. Such a 'rong container was formed #at, as we bore witness,

each of us gained ! c$ra" to j$rney deeper into ! Valley of ! Shadow. It was
incre*bly moving for us all to be so %chly and resolutely enga"d in Wa*ng ! Great

River. Each a+work bore witness #at we had j$rneyed to a new plac, We c$ldn't
have done it wi#$t us all being present for each o#er.

As Hexagram 22 says: "Grace, Adorning: Fire breaks $t from ! secret dep#s of

#e ea+h, and blazing up beautifies ! m$ntain, ! heavenly heights. Grace, beauty
of form #at #rows light on ma-ers of concern . necessary in every union. Aes#etic form
comes into being to enable us to contemplate Inner Tru#."
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Au'in Clarkson

My piece was actually created last July when I
attended my first Viking Culture Course in Kirkwall,
Orkney. We had been to Maeshowe and had spent
an hour getting information on the multitude of Runes
that are on the walls of this ancient mound. We then
had a workshop on creating our own Runestone - for
me this was easy! I knew exactly what my Runestone
would say! There was so much about that journey last
July that was an affirmation of being in the right place
at the right time - and for the right reasons.
Perhaps for me one of the most startling things that
happened was the presence of my mother. Last year
was the tenth anniversary of her death and I was not
prepared for the feeling that she was there with me for the first time as a positive force in my life. Rather
than the disapproval I so often felt from her when she
was alive, although I know she loved me but perhaps
did not understand me, that month long journey into
myself had my mother's spirit cheering me on saying
"You go girl!" It was a very emotional time and I spent
a lot of time in tears - albeit the good kind!

And so my Wildfire offering is my Runestone
created last July, when I still had so much more to
discover about myself:
AFFIRMATION OF
RIGHT PLACE
RIGHT TIME
Pat%cia 0Phail

(healing) FROM THE INSIDE OUT
the clay figure
holding
the fire inside
the coal from the inside of my house
the pin of a phoenix in the flames
waiting...
to rise from the ashes
Robin 0Phail-Dempsey
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Fear Knot

I was exhausted and depleted and losing myself.
I was at the end of my rope.
There is no hope.

This knot in my side I cannot deny.
It pains me and stops me from feeling good inside.
I need to go closer to see what's the matter but I can't
hear what it's saying
through all of the chatter.
I let it know that we are one and that I will not give up
until this is done.
I walk on the tight rope and balance my needs until I
arrive at the knot in my
side.

This knot took me there.
I am angry and frustrated kicking in despair.
Where am I?
What has come of me?
I am still on this cliff at the top of my knot willing to
jump as I fear not.....
I have come all this way and I don't know what's
below.
But maybe I will sit and look over just so......
I am sure there is nothing good to come.
But I take a deep breathe and let myself go.
The rope will not release me to my worries below.
It holds me and guides me till I am on my feet.
I look back at the knot and feel no defeat.

It is massive I fear and I do not want to go near.
I turn back but the knot pulls me near.
It says, "You can not turn back as you are facing your
fear".
I quiver and shiver and do not want to go on.
The knot is so tight.
There is no light.
Where is the sky and the ground to guide me?
And then I realize I must look inside me.

It has shown me that sometimes a knot is a pain.
It has shown me that I have so much to gain.
For this journey is looping with ups and downs.
With twists and turns that turn me around.

I find that glimmer of hope somewhere deep.
I am dizzy and spun as the knot sends me twirling
in deep dark places that I have been fearing.
I look up to see the rise of the knot up ahead.
I pull myself up until I bled.

This rope is my life and it will go on.
I shall cherish this rope like a friend
As I know one day this rope has an end.

I reached to the top of the knot and sat down.
I wept and cried for I could not get down.
My body was bleeding and throbbing in pain.
What has this knot done to me I distain?

Written by: Amy Capern

It has scared and scarred me from the inside out.
I wept and cried until nothing more came out.

Inspired by: Robin McPhail-Dempsey

Shades of a Shadow.
In " Peter Pan", a shadow has colour, shape, texture and mass; it's
tangible.
In reality, a shadow is the projected image of a blocked light
source.
In a more abstract sense, a shadow is the darkness that results
from the absence of light.
Traditionally, darkness represents sadness, ignorance and fear
while light represents happiness, knowledge and courage. In
order for a shadow to exist, light and darkness must both be
present.
Although a shadow is dark, it is created by light. The same
concept is true for happiness and sadness. How can one
experience happiness if one has never known sadness?
Brenda Stu%no
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Carlos Gallina

After the Solstice the Forest Exhales the Light
A different transpiration this bare surrender
of itself
light flaring from leafless branches as the forest
returns
what it swallowed when green. Rising from
heartwood
flowering in darkness, light flows through
reaching
branches like sap, summoning the returning
sun
and the retuned world.
Maureen Sco- Har%s
The photograph was taken at the Koffler Scientific Reserve at Jokers Hill on the Oak Ridges Moraine, shortly after the
winter solstice. I was thinking a lot about light and dark at the time, experiencing with mixed feelings the long dark
evenings and nights in a house without other houses around. When I received Carlo's image of the salmon swallowing
the sun/day it evoked the photograph, and when I looked at my image off and on I realized that it felt to me as if the
bare trees were exhaling the veiled sun-- and that exhalation seemed to be the shift out of Carlo's image to the next
part of the exchange he had mentioned.
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the heart continued...

By: Ina Puchala

It is a landscape of layers where one finds sounds, a voice, a heart
beat. The land is alive. It reflects back to me my own inner voice if I
choose to listen. It shows me my voice and my heartbeat under all
those layers of beauty and ugliness. It stops and starts but
continues indefinitely along the horizon beyond the depths of what
I can see.
!

!
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Corene Jonat

Homage to Edith
When I received Corene’s beautiful blue and green painting
by email I was immediately reminded of my first session
with my first Jungian analyst. I saw the points rising and
falling above and beneath the ‘horizon’ and exclaimed, “Why
that’s the human psyche!” We reach up to the highest
levels of consciousness and down into the depths of the
unconscious yearning to create our whole selves. Edith was
a Piscean, as was I, and her consulting room reflected the
many blue, green and violet colours of water. In many
workshops, she taught Austin and me the art of tissue
paper collage. I decided to make four collages to represent
key images of that long ago Ash Wednesday in 1967.
The first collage depicted the feeling of waiting for
Edith to begin the first session. Alone, I felt I was in a large
body of water, amniotic fluid perhaps, with Edith. I called
the collage “Swaddled in Water.”
The second, “A Hole in the Ground,” was an
impression of my first dream. “A hole. In the ground. At
night.” I thought the dream was worthless, but Edith didn’t.
She insisted it was a bona fide product from the
unconscious and, as my journey spins on, she was right. I
have explored that dark hole in the ground of my psyche
for a lifetime.
When she asked me why I had come, I had prepared
an answer: Because I don’t want to do to my child what my
mother did to me. And because I can’t compose music
anymore. But I said neither of these. Said instead, “Because I
want to try to reach my instincts.” I was shocked at this
totally strange reply. But that, too, as the years passed,
became a guiding image, a goad, a treasure hard to obtain, a
reward. The third collage is the blood-red I associate with
instinctual experience.
The Fourth collage attempts to depict the awareness
of the sacred Feminine principle that came during my
analysis. It is called “In Edith’s Blue-green Room.” As I look
back on the six years with her, I see how she guided, chided
and encouraged me to create a new inner and outer
world, ever honouring the Mystery of the archetypal
depths. I am more thankful than I can describe. Thank you,
Corene, for touching my soul with your evocative painting.
It allowed me to revisit beloved Edith.
– Beverly Clarkson
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A Cosmological Devotional Beginning with the letter N

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

My inspiration was sparked by Dale’s painting of a globe shape with a web or
network surrounding it.

!
!
!
!
What I saw were lines of connection and when I searched for images I came
!
!
!
!
across photographs taken from space of paths of light created by human activity:
!
!
!
!
aircraft flight paths on the planet, internet activity in the south of England, heavy
goods vehicles near Bristol, taxi activity in London, England. The images were dazzling, but the patterns somehow
seemed inorganic, not reflective of human activity at earth level where we live most of our days.
The age we now live in has been called the Anthropocene by Nobel-prize winning atmospheric chemist, Paul
Crutzen, “who regards the influence of human behavior on the Earth's atmosphere in recent centuries as so
significant as to constitute a new geological epoch.” There’s more to read on Wikipedia about our human (anthropoin Greek) effect on the planet. Kirsty, who followed me on the sequence, responded primarily to my photo of the
orange slices, yet her powerful creations were akin to the way we humans have affected our planetary home.
I wanted to contrast these images both with more intimate ones from my daily life, then zoom out to place our
bright frenetic global activity in the context of the greater universe we dwell in. I took photos of some of my garden
plants and the orange I had sliced and laid out to eat, all viewed close-up, partnered with images of galaxies, nebulae,
and the tracery of lights from human technology.
This little piano-hinge book with its accordion-folded pages bears the title A Cosmological Devotional in the spirit of
the small Christian Books of Hours popular in the Middle Ages, with elaborate painted images from the life of Christ
and words from scripture. My devotion to is the planet we inhabit, small beings on a small sphere in the vastness of a
wondrous universe.
There is text inside from Dante’s Paradiso, from Kathleen Raine’s poems, The Oracle in the Heart (“what is the earth
but the memory trace of past ages/woven into these intricate patterns, living forms . . .”), and some lines I
spontaneously added on one blank page:
this is where a poem might appear
out of a few specks of dust
like the ones that formed
the planet we tread on
an artifact made
from the old magic of words
circling tenaciously
following a path around
a burning star
slowly changing shape
Our Wildfire works revealed and reaffirmed June 23rd were a moving affirmation of our shared celebration, of our
imaginations and our connection to each other, and to our home.
Norma Lundberg
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The Beach
My pieces were created in response to Norma’s email of her
beautifully photographed slices of orange. It was a lovely
sunny morning when I read Norma’s thoughts about her
intentions for Wildfire and I knew that I wanted to create
something in response to those slices of orange with a slice
of my daily life. I have favorite spot that I walk to most days, a
small pebbly beach in Bronte. Armed with my camera, tape
measure, gardening gloves and containers, I decided to do a
clean up of this small area (100yd x15yd) photographing the
before and after. I was astounded at the amount of garbage
found in such a small space. I filled 2 garbage bags and
1recycle bin of ‘stuff ’. Once sorted I had 2 bins for recycling
and 1 bag of garbage, of this garbage the majority was
plastic, mainly bottles (72) and other plastic containers
(yogurt, cream cheese etc).
From this collection of ‘stuff ’ I created 2 canvases for
Wildfire. The first, titled 'What's on Your Beach?' "is a collage
of coloured photographs of the beach with an overlay of the
fishing lures, lines and hooks, plastic fencing, drift wood, metal
and concrete I had collected. I felt that I needed to create a
second piece in response to my emotions to the first piece
and decided to use black and white images of the beach and
trash in a way that represented the waves of the lake and a
more ‘sanitized’ portrayal of this place that means so much to
me, this is the ‘slice’ of my life that I wanted to imagine not
the garbage filled one. This is titled 'The Beach #1' as I hope
to continue to make a series of images using photographs of
the beach at different times of the year."
Whilst making these pieces it saddened me to think of what
we are doing to our world with our need and dependence
on plastics, oil and other items that pollute our world. I
decided to take a carbon footprint test to see how my own
behavior affects the planet. I had one almighty shock: my
carbon footprint is awful. Because I live alone in a detached
house (even though it is a small one), drive a car and usually
take one transatlantic flight a year this far outweighs all the
day-to-day stuff I try to do to live a better healthier life for
my-self and others. This has caused me to re-think some
areas of my life. I have decided to stop using acyclic paints
and go back to watercolour print making and to do more
fibre art. I am also thinking of moving to an apartment or
condo in a location where I can use public transit and give up
the car but still have access to an autoshare or rental when I
need a vehicle. The transatlantic flight might be more difficult
to give up as my family live in the UK, something to ponder
on over the next few months.
Who would have thought all this would come from
participating in the Wildfire Project!!"
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Kir'y Burgum

Austin to Carolyn, April 17, 2013
On Kirsty’s Artworks
Garbage from the shores of beautiful Lake Ontario assembled on a canvas. In the background a photo collage
distances the flotsam, while in the foreground an assortment of wrack seizes my eye. The strange shapes form a
strong composition with grisly beauty. A glistening, water-burnished piece of wood traverses the design. Once the
branch of a living tree, it extends beyond the canvas. Trapped in plastic fencing, it seems to plead to escape the lurid
company. Fishing lures, fishing line, fishing weights clutter the surface. Their purpose was to reel in creatures from the
deep. Now dead even before they died, their remains pollute that mysterious zone where water and earth meet in
mutual embrace -- a barbed barrier to the play of children, to the realm of dreams, of beginnings, of endings.
And then the transformation! Black and white photos of the garbage-strewn beach, drained of colour, the unsightly
trash absorbed into vivid textures. Cut into strips, the photos form a wavy surface, as though the garbage has been
refreshed by the spirit of the wind. It could be a grove of birch trees, or the topography of a wilderness landscape.
Seen from the side, the graceful waves seem to propel my fishing boat over the waters.
The threshold between wakefulness and sleep is littered with to-do lists and escapes. How better to dwell with
dreams, intimations, hauntings? Let’s set out at dawn in our little boat and troll in deeper waters. How to rid
ourselves of the garbage in our dwellings, our cities? Perhaps human beings are now so much garbage in the greater
scheme of things. Am I just another piece cast up to rot on the littered shore? I am reminded of a haunting song by
Loreena McKennit:
The ocean is wide and I can’t swim over,
Neither have I wings to fly,
If I could find me a handsome boatman,
To ferry me over to my true love and die.
!
!

!
!
And then:
The strips of foam core left over from the Creativity Rocks
exhibition call out to be reused, recycled. I begin with a collage of
white tissue paper on black: clarifying, centering. “I learned that we
have colours in us,” wrote a grade 4 boy after the ECiD. The
second collage admitted colours: squares of colored felt overlaid
by colored tissue. I felt restored, each colour a feeling and vivid
memory. Then a collection of grey stones came to my attention: I arranged them in a line on the third strip. And then
to lighten up, silly, trashy, plastic shapes. The construction had to have a 3D aspect, so I liberated a packet of
toothpick parasols and stuck them in the plastic shapes at odd angles. A loony beach scene appeared in which to play
in the sand, sun, water and wind.
The four strips were nailed to a piece of particleboard. Below, earthy stones smoothed by wind and waves. Next, the
white collage, the dawn of Solstice light. In third place, the beach scene with all its potential for fun and trash. At the
top, the space where thoughts and feelings of the soul and imagination respond creatively to what is going on below.
I have to think of a title.
June 23, Morning of Wildfire Reveal Day
I read the message to Carolyn and realized I still needed a title! Yesterday, 6 a.m., I gave thanks to the rising Solstice
sun shining golden through the trees above the crabapple that marks the furthest point of its annual arc. I consulted
the I Ching with the question, “What is the message of Milkweed?” The Sage responded with Hexagram 61, “Inner
Truth, Centering.” Image: Wind blows over the Lake and stirs the surface of the water—the visible effects on the
invisible force. And so my title:

“Ripples on the Surface”
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Au'in Clarkson

Carolyn Howell

Carolanne MacLean

The piece sprung from the message I
received from Anne Howells, which was
of a horse leaving its place on the merrygo-round. This charming idea of breaking
away from "normal" made me think of
how I would break away from normal." I
have always felt I must contain my feelings
because emotions are suppressed in our
society. Although people die every day, we
rarely see anyone weeping, and we may
see extreme anger in a homeless person.
Even joyful exuberance seems to only
exist in children. Parts breaking away
seemed like broken lines to me and so
this piece is a representation of flickering,
frail, lines of emotion trying to shine
through.
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Wildfire Etobicoke 2013
Wildfire always has a way to put me back on track when I am 'between stories" waiting for something new to
emerge in my creative work, which by the way suffered neglect over the past two years partly because I had lost my
connection to my own creative process, partly because I felt blocked. I didn't see "CarolAnne's painting but she
described her concept and what she had received from Anne and what sparked my imagination was the image of the
horse breaking free of its carousel. Freedom! What do I need to break free of in my life right now to be in flow again?
I asked. Breaking free from old limiting beliefs? Breaking away to my own joy i.e. following my bliss? Or perhaps
breaking through some shadow stuff, embrace it rather than reject it to uncover my own unique essence and allow it
to live through me, as me.
I read somewhere that: " there is a sacred space between stories and to bow in service to that thing that wants to
be born. It is an entity". So I did a ritual to the Goddess in a very formal and sacred way, whereby I committed to the
Earth my proposal to create sacred space in my studio and just sit there and wait even if I just stare at the walls.. I
buried my proposal at the foot of Pacha Mama (Mother Earth) which adorns my altar in the garden.
I recently did a power point presentation of the evolution of my work and in the process of selecting images that
marked various threshold of my quest, I was stunned to discover that there was a thread weaving through my body of
work, an unfolding story of essence expressed in the many flowers I painted since the age of 11, to Essence slowly
emerging by way of symbols. I understood that I had to project essence outside of me before I could claim it for
myself.
So two paintings sprung forth: #1: the movement upward with the fiery dark colours which right after taking the
picture, I ruined in my attempt to improve on it and #2 which I started anew to see how that image would move
forward or evolve. I called it "Emergence".
I am sending both, because it shows- as it does so many times in the ECIDs - the small circle of the first picture
coming into its own fullness (or almost). My next ritual will be a prayer stick for me to stick to the plan!
Janine Kinch
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Dear Milkweed,
The whole day of the Milkweed reveal was a beautiful experience. I loved making the prayer stick. Such a
simple way to pray, so meaningful to me. Thank you Austin for suggesting it and offering the materials to
create these wondrous objects
Wildfire
I was after Janine and we had a phone conversation in which I heard the
words going from Ego to Essence."
The word Essence was where I started. I hadn't used colour for 3 years. I
thought of making some object but at one point I realized that the
elephant in the room was painting. I dug out an old series and it inspired
me to start with my oil pastels. At the same time I had been listening to a
series of talks put on by Sounds True entitled The Self Acceptance Project.
In one talk the presenter talked about releasing the architecture of the self
(who we think we are) and move into the unknowing (of who we really
are) into the mystery of life and connecting with the tapestry of being.
With this I started one piece and then the second one (which I brought to
!the reveal).
!
!
!
!
! second
!
!
After
completing
the
piece
I !had a great
!epiphany...Essence
!
! isn't !the drawing
!
!
! of any kind, Essence
is the act of drawing itself. We all
or!a representation
"
have this capacity to experience essence. It's our life, its there even it we don't like the outcome. This
changed everything for me.
Thank you Milkweed for the opportunity to be a part of this great process."
Love, Elaine

Nancy Newton

Background
Elaine described Janine’s focus and
what resonated for me was “letting the
light shine through (breaking through
what blocks the essence) – a sense of
movement”…….. light and movement
being the key words for me.
Elaine then described what the process
had meant for her, “essence isn’t the
d r aw i n g i t s e l f , bu t t h e a c t o f
drawing…..I have thrown myself into
the act of making and have
disappeared as an identity and the
drawing happens by itself.”
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My Process
Considering the above, I decided to put limitations on my initial process, which is different than my regular
practice (no water based materials and no music in the background). I would have to “push” the materials
and draw without exterior influence. Initially, white conte represented “the light”. I began drawing using
conte pencils with no preconceived notion, letting my hand move freely…just enjoying the pleasure of
making marks on the dark background.
Eventually white light was reinforced with yellow and more colour added with the the push and pull of
creating a sense of near and far using cool, dark tones. This allowed the composition to develop into a
“spatial exploration”.
Collage pieces (ink/water used, so a restriction put aside) taken from a previous, discarded work were torn,
cut and placed to provide contrast and emphasize the perception of falling through space. Bright orange/
red chalk pastel and metallic gold were finishing touches for contrast, heightened movement, aerial
perspective…some kind of essence evolved and created from the energy of “being”.
At completion, the title “Space Odyssey” seemed to fit. (When I shared it with an artist, their title was
“Dance of a Flame”.)
This exploration of the depiction of space seems to be my inclination and fascination… when left to my
own devices.

Mary L$ Meiers
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NEWS from ‘WEEDS
Orkney Musings from ‘Awa‘ ! !

!

!

!

!

by Patricia McPhail 2013

As I sit in the Student Room of the Centre for Nordic Studies in Kirkwall and reflect on my seven weeks
here I am amazed how much this place feels like home, but also how fast the time has gone. My
dissertation writing has been going well, my advisor Alexandra
Sanmark is supportive, encouraging and critical - which is all good! Just
when I begin to think I can’t do this, she is there to offer suggestions,
provide another lead or tell me that I obviously know more than I
realize - which gets the creative juices flowing again. The entire staff at
the Nordic Centre is wonderful - we eat lunch together, we share
stories, laughter and cake! I AM in the right place, at the right time, for
the right reason!
L to R: Alex Sanmark (my advisor); Ragnhild
Ljosland; Donna Heddle - Director; Victoria
Whitworth with my Viking Birthday Cake!

Living in Kirkwall has been an amazing experience. I am so fortunate
to be staying with Tom Muir, an renowned Orcadian storyteller and
historian. Sharing evening meals becomes an opportunity for a history lesson or another folk tale. He has
made his extensive personal library available to me - I am in
seventh heaven reading so many wonderful tales - and I have
only scratched the surface - I would need another year to begin
to make a dint in the number of books he has from all cultures
and eras. As a result of staying with Tom and his library, I
changed my dissertation topic to Looking at Gender Roles in Folk
and Fairy Tales from the 17th to the 20th Centuries. I am having
such fun and learning so much!
I have been welcomed by the larger community here - and now
feel very protective of ‘my’ town. When the large cruise ships 1000 year old Viking bone exposed in the shifting
arrive with 3000+ passengers who tend to overrun the streets seaside.
and shops looking for bargains, I want to tell them to take a
moment to absorb the atmosphere, to sit in the St. Magnus Cathedral built in 1137 and feel the spirits of
the many folk who have passed through its doors, to sit by the sea and watch for selkies (seals) and birds
to make an appearance in and on the water, to talk to some of the local folk who are always willing to
help if you show an interest in them, to try some of the local delicacies - bere bannock or cranberry
scones or fish and chips you eat with your hands.

St. Magnus Cathedral still very much in use today!

It is starting to sink in that I only will have another six weeks
here. I have made friends with so many lovely people - not only
the folks here in the Centre but two other dissertation students
and the four Icelandic rowers rowing from Norway to Orkney to
the Faroes to Iceland, as well as other folks from the pubs and
shops and friends of Tom’s. There have been so many fantastic
adventures - snorkeling with crabs, jellyfish and selkies; taking
part in a 14 mile midnight charity walk past the Ring of Brodgar
on the Solstice in mist and fog; ! !
!
...continued
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touching the exposed 1000 year old bones of our Viking ancestors as they are revealed by the
shrinking shoreline, which will be lost to the sea in a few years; sitting by the many changing faces of the sea
from dead calm to raging waves; watching the sun set at 10:45 at night and waking at 3 am to bright skies;
listening to soaring music in the Cathedral; learning to spin wool; experiencing variable weather from sun to
rain to warm to cold, and back again, all in the space of an hour! Only a few - so many more.......
cont’d...

It is going to be really, really hard to leave........

May 15, 2013 - 9:40am (Sorry about the spots on my camera)

NANCY NEWTON
Here is an update of two galleries where my work
is now represented in Toronto.
!
After exhibiting in two group shows at the
Propeller Centre for the Visual Arts, I was
encouraged to apply for membership. As of April,
2013, I am now a member of Propeller. "It is a cooperative gallery. "Already I have helped to set up
and taken down an exhibition, attended Openings
and Board Meetings. " Like Milkweed it is a
supportive environment. "It is wonderful to meet
and talk with ar tists with similar interests
and"concerns.

Flux

Needle Swish

*Current Group Exhibition
Canadian Fine Arts

Canadian Fine Arts*
577 Mount Pleasant Rd. (south of Eglinton)
www.canadianfinearts.com

The owner of Canadian Fine Arts saw my work
when I first exhibited at Propeller in 2012. " This
spring when, for the first time, I " visited the
galler y" to view painter s" of interest," he
remembered my work. "I received a request for a
studio visit and now my paintings are"represented
by"this gallery."

Propeller Centre for the Visual Arts
984 Queen St. W. (east of Ossington)
www.propellerctr.com
*Solo Exhibition/Main Gallery – September, 2014

I welcome both of these opportunities as an
inspiration to further my creativity and art
practice.
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JOANNA McEWAN
I am part of a group show for the summer at Double Doors in Anten Mills and will be exhibiting at"
Woodside Pottery in Craighurst"for September.
That is it from the near north, hope all is well.
Joanna xxx

MEMBER’S INFORMATION
THE MILKWEED NEWSROOM
CONTRIBUTIONS
Submission Deadline for the November Issue
We look forward to hearing from you for the November
issue, hopefully with lots of news of your summer
adventures and “back to school” activities.
Please send your contributions to Louise at
louisedzych@gmail.com before October 1, 2013.

MEMBERSHIP DUES
A reminder that membership dues for
2013-2014 are due on November 1, 2013.
Please remit to Amy Capern ($20.00, payable
to the Milkweed Collective), 32 Sedgebrook
Cres., Toronto, M9B 2X1.
Your membership fees go directly to the
production of “The Newsroom” and we thank
you for helping to make this means of
communication, reflection and news possible.

Hoping that you are all enjoying this beautiful summer.
Our little corner of the planet is lush and humming with life after plentiful sun and rain.
I encourage you to go hug a Tree!!
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